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Details of Visit:

Author: cybermike4
Location 2: Maida Vale
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 3 Aug 2010 1100
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

Nice and safe area, 2 mins walk from Maida Vale tube station. Apartment was bad, meaning old but
fairly clean. 

The Lady:

Petite asian lady, 27yo, silicon boobs but boobjob not the most successful. Nice ass, a couple of
tattoos. BEWARE: Huge difference from the pictures...

The Story:

Booked original for previous day @ 1800. Aisha called me just half an hour before that to say that
August had a problem with a client and has to cancel all remaining appointments. Rebooked for
next day since -according to the pics and the reputation of the website - I really wanted to see
August and not anyone else.

Arrived 5 mins earlier and had to wait in the entrance since August was getting ready. After 5' she
opened the door; to my surprise she didn't look much like her website pics. Being horny enough :-)
and due to the low light I didn't said anything at that point. She offered me a drink and apologised
for cancelling last night. Even though that by that moment I was almost convinced that either she is
not August or the pics on the website are 5 years old + heavily photoshopped I decided to give it a
go and proceeded with paperwork. I even told her that she looks different from the website but she
started joking asking me if she is prettier in reality... Not going to give a very detailed description on
what happened in the room but all services were provided (owo,dfk,a-levels etc.). 'August' (?) was a
really pleasant person, willing to do whatever I asked her, saying jokes and showing her interest to
satisfy me. I would recommend her to anyone that fancies a late 20's petite asian - but the fact that
she has nothing to do with August's pics on the website will make me to post a negative report and
never visit her or choose the same agency again. VERY disappointed!!! When you advertise a lady
then the pics MUST be accurate. Honestly I am still not sure if the pics are that old and edited or if
there was a completely different lady! VERY disappointed with Aisha I must say... 
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